The Harris straight line can be used for flame and plasma cutting. Included with every machine is a quick acting manifold which eliminates the need to reset the torch when flame cutting. The machine is compact, lightweight and has a convenient carry handle. The Harris cutting torch and tip is renowned for smooth and fast cutting.

Features include -
- Positive rack and pinion drive
- Wide speed range (127-2540mm/min)
- Dynamic brake
- Convenient carry handle
- Harris torch and tip
- Twin cutter
- Manifold
- Heavy duty rail (8’)
- Quick set up

Technical Data
- Power requirements 240v
- Speed variable 127-2540mm/min
- Load capacity (6.8kg) Vertical (27.3kg) Horizontal
- Magnet holding capacity (68kg) per assembly
- Tool Kit

Other types/models are available contact Harris

On/Off magnets for easy set up and positive positioning on magnetic material i.e. steel.

Adjustable twin tip holder ideal for making two cuts simultaneously.